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A MESSAGE FROM MR MCDONNELL
Dear students,

What a rollercoaster of a term! Thinking back
to January seems like a lifetime ago. Since
then, we have gone through our 3rd lockdown
with students working remotely. We were so
impressed with how you have engaged with
the online lessons to ensure you have
maintained your studies over this period.

Not only have you continued to learn in your
specific subjects, but you have also developed
skills such as working from home,
independence and resilience, that will stay
with you for a lifetime.

Continued...

In February we prepared for your return to

Please take the opportunity over the break to

school and the process of mass testing. You

look at the variety of videos and resources we

were some of the first students to go through

have pulled together on our school website

this and considering what a new process this

at

was, your exemplary behaviour set the

Post 18 Information for Parents and
Students.

standard and you were an example for the
younger students to follow. The return to

Can I just take this final opportunity to thank

lessons in school has gone very smoothly and

all the students for your hard work and

it has been so wonderful seeing the school

resilience over this past year. I would also like

full of students again. We can now start to

to say a massive thankyou to our parents at

look forward and to focus on what will be a

home for all your support.

very important few months ahead.
We know the year we have had was not quite
For Year 13’s this means a focus on the mini

the one we had planned but I hope that

assessments and securing the strongest

through continuing to work together it will be

possible evidence to support your awarding

purposeful and successful and we look

of grades. Please take the time to read the

forward to celebrating with you at the end of

details that went out this week including,

our final term.

Student frequently asked questions, miniassessment timetables and the video

All the best for the next few months.

explaining all of this which can be found

here. Please ensure before you leave for
Easter that you understand exactly what you
need to revise in each subject, that you have
everything you need and that you take the
time over the 2-week holiday to prepare for
these mini-assessments.

For Year 12’s there is a focus on two main
areas. Firstly your upcoming mock exams
which run from 7th to 15th June. Information
went out about this last week and it will be
important over the Easter break to begin the
process of getting your notes in order, going
over topic content you are less confident with
and testing yourself with past paper
questions.

This all-important revision will ensure you feel
confident coming back into the term in a
good place to continue building up to these
important assessments at the start of June.
The second area of focus is looking ahead at
the all-important decisions you will start to
make over the next year about your post-18
options. I hope you had a chance this week to
view the information from our virtual post-18
evening.

Mr McDonnell
Director of Sixth Form

MY JOURNEY TO MEDICINE
Meet

Mathimakan

Graduated from Compton Sixth Form:

Summer 2020

I decided to study medicine due to my interest in
problem solving combined with the opportunity to
build strong relationships with patients in order to
improve their quality of life. I knew that it was
going to be a challenge at first after seeing the
high competition ratios but I believed that I had
the skills and mental capacity to succeed.
After finalising my decision, I started to build my
personal statement by organising work
experience at North Middlesex Hospital, a GP
practice and volunteering at an elderly care
home for 6 months to see if this was what I
actually wanted to do.

I then started preparing for my UCAT during the
summer which I found quite challenging but
staying motivated and keeping the end goal in
my mind really helped me get through it.
After this application cycle, I received all 4
rejections and this impacted on my selfconfidence, however, I couldn’t see myself doing
anything other than medicine and decided to
take a gap year, remain resilient and see where I
went wrong and try to learn from my mistakes to
improve my UCAT score and interview skills by
practising with friends. I also reflected more on
the skills that I learnt during my work experience
and how these skills make a competent doctor.
As a result of this, I received interviews from
King’s College London and Hull York Medical
School and was successful in receiving an offer
from York and I am still waiting to hear back from
Kings! This made me realise the importance of
setting an end goal for anything you do and how
perseverance and motivation are both very
important in achieving success as well as being
key qualities of a good doctor.

What I learnt from the Hull York Interview:
“Reflecting on the skills observed during work
experience and why they are important in
medicine is much better than saying the amount
of work experience you completed and just
stating what you did.”

What I learnt from the King’s College
Interview: “Being able to think critically on the
spot is a key skill that Kings tests for and it is
essential that you are confident with what you
say and you don’t second guess yourself.”

"setting an end goal,
perseverance and
motivation are both very
important in achieving
success."

SIXTH FORM ALUMNI:
APPRENTICESHIP UPDATE
Meet

Anne-Marie

Summer 2019
Project Co-Ordinator

Graduated from Compton Sixth Form:
Current job title:

Course being studied and where: Project
Management Degree Apprenticeship at University
of Cumbria (London Campus)

What does my job involve?
Day to day I help the project managers at my
organisation oversee all of the live jobs we are
currently working on. This may include putting
together production schedules, attending client
meetings, and coordinating the logistics and
administration of our events.
Onsite at our live (and now virtual) events, my job
involves a multitude of things; from speaker
managing, to supporting internal and client
teams, as well as assisting in managing breakout
rooms. Each event is wholly different from the
next, and no two days are ever the same.
Having had the chance to work directly with some
of our main accounts including Vodafone, Google
and BBC, all in such different sectors, means that
my job requires me to be flexible, whilst still
maintaining the common client objectives in mind.

What I have learnt so far?
Taking on an apprenticeship in the events industry
has shown me the value of having experience in
the working world. It has highlighted the
importance of being able to apply the theory that
is taught in classrooms to an unpredictable and
dynamic setting such as a live event. Having the
invaluable opportunity to witness how traditional
project management methodologies are tailored
to accommodate compelling and sometimes
challenging situations, has not only helped me
develop on a professional level, but also on a
personal level.

Whilst helping me to become a better critical
thinker, it has also improved both my
communication and presentation skills and has
taught me to approach situations with a greater
strategic outlook, to gain more from every
opportunity I am given.

Any advice for students considering this
route?
Being a non-traditional route to further
education, it can sometimes be misunderstood
what apprenticeships actually involve. My
advice is that if you are interested in pursuing a
job in a hands-on and dynamic industry, an
apprenticeship is a valuable option to consider.
It blends first-hand experience directly in the
workplace with traditional teaching. It really is a
foot in the door, starting at such a young age
and having the opportunity to build years of
experience alongside professionals in the field,
whilst still having a recognised degree
equivalent to that of your peers, really helps you
to stand out. It’s not always easy but seeing all
your hard work pay off is definitely the most
rewarding part.

EXTENDED PROJECT
QUALIFICATION (EPQ)
In the Sixth Form, students can apply to do an
Extended Project Qualification (EPQ), a level 3
qualification, which is equivalent to 50% of an
A Level. It involves choosing a topic, carrying
out research, then creating either a 5,000-word
dissertation, a performance or a product and a
1000-word report. We asked a few students
who were selected to share what topics they
have chosen to do.

The EPQ is a unique experience, which gives
you the freedom to write about whatever
academic subject or topic you are passionate
about, whilst also counting for half an A level!
It teaches you a variety of long-term skills,
required beyond school. You will learn
independence, time management and most
importantly, how to evaluate – all of which are
crucial for higher stages of education! I saw
this as an opportunity to represent myself and
my background. My topic is based on the oil
industry in Iran. I am of Persian heritage, but
have spent the majority of my life in the UK. I
am able to explore a topic based on the two
countries which I have a stake in, it is a truly an
eye-opening experience.

Anahita, Year 12

"If you are interested in
pursuing a job in a handson & dynamic industry,
an apprenticeship is a
valuable option."

For my EPQ I am looking at how we can use

My EPQ project is about a very current

Hydrogen as a cleaner energy source to

event affecting lives, the coronavirus. I am

reduce our carbon footprint. I will research

doing a research task using a combination

the different methods of obtaining hydrogen

of written formats and photography to

(one of which is Electrolysis, which is taught

create a fact file and retelling of the story

in GCSE Chemistry) and evaluating its

of Covid-19 in the United Kingdom.

potential as a direct fuel or for generating
electricity. I chose this topic because I

I am very interested in this project, the

believe the dangers of the climate crisis are

effect of the virus on the country is vast

increasing; we need to research solutions

and expansive. So far, the project has

and spread awareness of the dangers of life

been an eye-opening affair, studying the

without these solutions.

effect on both people across the UK and

Harvey, Year 12

the economy due to government
decisions. This has given me a new

My EPQ topic is child marriage and the child

perspective on the pandemic that I had

protection laws. A few years ago I was

not seen in watching the news. I have

watching a Ted Talk called “Fighting Force

enjoyed it very much so far, and cannot

marriages and honour-based abuse” by

wait for the project to continue to unfold

Jasvinder Sanghera and I was moved to

to completion at the end of Year 12.

discover how the issue spans internationally.

Callum, Year 12

The issue is vast and complicated, caused
by many reasons such as parental, cultural,
social, human trafficking and economical.
The working question of my project is “In
comparison to the US, to what extent do
international laws protect children from
child marriage within the Middle East” I
wanted to investigate how the UN and
international laws protect children from
child marriages and the limitations
depending on the country. Additionally, I
want to use this research to search for
answers as to why it is still happening today
and what makes it acceptable within
countries and cultural norms.

I am looking forward to writing my 5000word essay and if you are interested in a
specific topic or issue then doing an EPQ is
a wonderful opportunity for you to write on
a topic you are passionate about.

Year 12

Atrina,

SPOTLIGHT ON REVISION
With both Year 12 and Year 13 students
sitting assessments over the next few weeks,

Planning for Revision – Spacing and the
Science of Memory

the Teaching and Learning Team wanted to
re-share some key revision strategies and

Mind Maps: Mind-mapping is a method for

advice to help support students in their

storing, organising, prioritising and reviewing

practice and preparation time at home.

information.

Follow the guidance below to ensure that
you maximize your exam preparation at
home.

Planning for Revision – Spacing and the
Science of Memory
Just like at school, having a timetable for
revision time is recommended as it helps with
revision in a targeted and strategic way.

The key to effective revision is to start early
and spread it out – this is called spacing.
To commit something to memory takes time –
therefore, spreading out the revision of one
subject in shorter chunks over several days

Knowledge Organisers: Knowledge

allows time in-between to ‘forget’ and then

organisers are a simple tool that provides

‘re-learn’ the material; this technique has

clarity. A successful knowledge organiser

been proven to be one of the most robust in

summarises and condenses all the most vital

the field of educational science and memory.

information and powerful knowledge about
a topic or sub-topic on a single page.

Plan ahead for time to be as productive as
possible by avoiding distractions, like mobile

These can look different in every subject

phones and televisions, and planning slots

area; some example templates can be seen

around meal times.

here:

Everyone learns in different ways. Some
prefer visual diagrams and charts; others like
to listen to instructions: revision is a hugely
personal topic and it is worth testing out a
few methods to see what works the best.

Revision Strategies
Past Papers/Tests

Self-testing and attempting past papers is
the most effective way to improve your
ability to recall information.

Techniques for Organising and
Remembering Content
There are several tried and tested
techniques that you can use to synthesise
and remember large chunks of information:
Flashcards: A sets of small, double-sided

MORE RESOURCES
Podcasts: Seneca offers free online
podcasting materials for GCSE and A Level
students. Spotify also hosts a wide range of
revision podcasts for students to listen to on
the move.

cards used to learn and revise details,
keywords and vocabulary. They are useful
for learning the relationship between two
pieces of information.

Revision Website and Online Learning
Platforms:
Each department will signpost for students
where to find a range of online resources

Flashcards should be used to test
knowledge, not just as a way to condense
notes further. Rereading notes is a passive
activity and not the most economical use of
revision time.

Remember this simple rule:

flashcard.

for revision. The school’s Firefly page (every
student has a login) has a range of revision
materials for every subject: English and the
Humanities subjects use this platform.
Students have access to Seneca and

one idea, one

Educake which have revision materials for
every subject area. The Oak National
Academy also has full lessons and resources
for students to explore across the
curriculum. Students can also use MyMaths
and Mathswatch at home.

Revising Together/Teaching Others
The ‘Protégé Effect’ is a proven scientific
technique that has been shown to improve
memory and recall. After students have
learned something, they should attempt to
Take it to the next level by combining words

teach someone else. Teaching others forces

and pictures. The Pictorial Superiority Effect

you to reorganise understanding in a clear

(PSE) explains that our brains find it easier

and structured way. Students could use

to recognise and recall visual inputs –

social media in a positive way at home – be

pictures are easier to remember than
words.

Some ideas for images that could be
added to flashcards:
· Authors and people – draw a simple
portrait or stick figure

· Places – a quick map
· Dates and sequences of events – a
timeline

· Process or system – a flowchart.
These pictures should not be works of art
– quick and simple sketches are great.

careful not to allow distractions!

INTERVIEW EXPERIENCES
Bibi: Medicine

Caitlin: Acting

My interview with Edinburgh for Medicine

I was slightly nervous as it was my first

was quite nerve wrecking. I had three mini

interview but at the same time, I felt very

interviews and one team work exercise. The

comfortable talking to the university.

interviewers were quite friendly. It had a lot

I knew that the excitement and passion

of problem solving and scenario questions.

that I had for Acting would help me strive

Mishel: Classics

through my interview. The interviewers kept
it very informal, particularly with Acting, to
help with nerves but also to allow you to be

I put King’s College London as my first

yourself, instead of trying to get the perfect

choice because I fell in love with the

answers.

Classics course and the opportunities it
offers me. King's College offers a lot of

Olivia: Modern Languages

travel opportunities with summer schools in
Rome and Athens and the second year

Although I was initially anxious about the

being spent in the University of Toronto.

interview, it was a very enjoyable

King's College also have interesting

experience. The interviewer was lovely and

opportunities such as the Iris Project where

made me feel at ease. He let me know that

Classics students teach primary school

it would be more of an informal chat. He

student's Latin and the Rumble Fund where

asked me why I had chosen French

alumni pay for you to visit the Ancient

alongside my Spanish, how I planned to

Lands. Also, I could not help but notice that

spend my year abroad and how I was

a great number of King's College London's

finding my Spanish A-Level course. The

alumni were published authors and

interviewer explained the features of their

naturally that drew me in as an aspiring

course. I prepared for my interview by

author. Hopefully, I make helpful contacts

prepping potential questions and questions

to help me achieve my dreams.

I would ask. Overall it was a very positive

Prisha: History
My interviews were enjoyable, I got to
showcase my passion for history and my

and helpful experience, and also great
preparation for future job interviews.

Sena: graduated Summer 2020, now at
Keio University Japan

skills. Initially I was nervous but the
professors were very understanding, helpful

I decided to study a Politics and Economics

and made sure I felt at ease. The interviews

degree at university. I was asked at my

helped universities understand me better as

interview about why I studied sciences and

a candidate and really sell myself.

maths at A Level but didn’t choose to
continue with these at university. I
explained that my interest had changed
and it excites me to learn completely
different subjects in higher education. I
think we shouldn’t feel like we have to
choose the same, or related, subjects to
what we studied at A Level. I am really
excited to learn new things at University!

POST-18

SIXTH FORM LEADERSHIP TEAM

Watch the Post 18 Information Evening
here.

Congratulations to the new Sixth Form
Leadership Team. We are busy finalising
our Sixth Form Student Leadership Team

The virtual event will include
information on the following:

and placing them into their collective
teams ready to start after the Easter
break. Huge congratulations and very well

Post-18 Apprenticeships

done to them all.

Speaker:
Bradley Davis, The Apprenticeship Support

Following on from the rigorous process of

and Knowledge Project

Hustings and an interview with the
Headteacher and the Director of the Sixth

Financial planning for University

Form we are pleased to announce that the

Speaker: Ellie Weatherley, University of

Head Boy is Harvey and the Head Girl is

Leicester

Jessica with Laila as Deputy Head Girl and
Sena as Deputy Head Boy.

The UCAS process for applying to
University

The other candidates shortlisted for
interview for the position of Head Boy and

Alternatives to University after leaving
Sixth Form - Gap Year and School
Leaver programmes

Girl should be immensely proud of
themselves. It was an exceptionally
difficult decision as all students displayed
leadership qualities and gave outstanding

In our experience, positive parental

interviews. We look forward to the start of

involvement is a major factor in supporting

next term where all successful students will

your child with this transition.

be officially inducted into the roles and
receive their grey Leadership lanyards.

We strongly recommend that you take the
time this week or over the Easter period to
view the videos and access the resources
with your child; the transition from Key
Stage 5 into the next phase of your child’s
life is an important and challenging one.

Year 13 students have been working
extremely hard in the lead up to their mini
assessments next term and whilst we will
be sad to see them go we are looking
forward to seeing them succeed and move
on to their next adventure. Whist
celebrations may not look the same as they
have in the past, we want to be able to
celebrate ‘The Class of 2021’.

We will be having a small gathering on

Thursday 27th May, 3.30pm – more
details to follow.

There will be a full year group photo on

Wednesday 21st April 2021 during PDT in
the Concourse.

Students are also able to order a 2021
Leavers Hoodie. This is now available to pay
on Parent Pay and will cost

£10.78.

Students need to pay via Parent Pay and
complete their personalisation using the

Friday 30th April. Fill in the
hoodie order form here.
link below by

KEY DATES FOR NEXT TERM
April 2021

June 2021

Tuesday 20th April

Monday 7th June

Summer Term Begins

Year 12 Mock Exams Begin

Wednesday 21st April 2021

July 2021

Full Year Group Photo

Tuesday 6th - Wednesday 7th
Virtual Work Experience

May 2021
Tuesday 4th May 2021

Wednesday 21st July 2021

Year 13 Mini Assessments Begin

Last Day of School Term

Thursday 27th May

August 2021

Year 13 Leavers Event

Tuesday 10th August 2021
A Level Results Day

YEAR 13 MINI ASSESSMENTS

YEAR 12 MOCK EXAM TIMETABLE

